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Vanished
Suelette Dreyfus and her co-author, WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange, tell the
extraordinary true story of the computer underground, and the bizarre lives and
crimes of an elite ring of international hackers who took on the establishment.
Spanning three continents and a decade of high level infiltration, they created
chaos amongst some of the world's biggest and most powerful organisations,
including NASA and the US military. Brilliant and obsessed, many of them found
themselves addicted to hacking and phreaking. Some descended into drugs and
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madness, others ended up in jail. As riveting as the finest detective novel and
meticulously researched, Underground follows the hackers through their crimes,
their betrayals, the hunt, raids and investigations. It is a gripping tale of the digital
underground.

The Good, the Bad, and the Uncanny
To find the ghost of her killer-and rescue her father-Harper Blaine will have to enter
into the Grey. And with her growing powers pulling her deeper into that
paranormal world, she's afraid she may not be able to come back out.

Downpour
Lieutenant Donal Connor has been given the most bizarre of new cases. Four
famous stage performers have died in recent months, thee of them in state
capitals within Transifica, the fourth in far Zurinam. And now the idolised diva
Maria deLivnova is coming to Tristopolis. Donal's boss is determined that nothing
like this is ever to happen in his city. Connor is to have anything he needs, as long
the diva lives. And so begins a dark investigation through a world where corpses
give up their pyschic energy in the massive necroflux generators which power the
city, where gargoyles talk, where wraiths work in slavery, a world of the dead
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where corruption is alive. This is an extraordinary SF novel set in alternate universe
quite unlike any imagined in SF before; a universe where magic and the
supernatural and the undead are given a scientific rationale and hoorfyingly
plausible rationale. The novel's setting, Tristopolis, is the ultimate noir city; an
immense baroque creation of haunted stone skyscrapers, black metal and citywide catacombs. Its hero Donal Connor is immensely likeable and easy to identify
with. Even once he's dead.

Frost Burned
View our feature on Barb and J.C. Hendee’s In Shade and Shadow. The national
bestselling Noble Dead saga is "one of those [series] for which the term dark
fantasy was definitely intended" (Chronicle) Wynn Hygeorht arrives at the Guild of
Sagecraft, bearing texts supposedly penned by vampires. Seized by the Guild's
scholars without Wynn's consent, several pages disappear-and two sages are
found murdered. Convinced the Noble Dead are responsible for the killings, Wynn
embarks on a quest to uncover the secrets of the texts

Nightshifted
John Taylor, the PI with a knack for finding things, gets a visit from Walker-the
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powerful, never-to-be-trusted agent who runs the Nightside on behalf of The
Authorities. He tells John he's dying, and wants to offer him an important job: His.

Underground
In the days leading up to Christmas, struggling actress Esther Diamond is working
as a singing-and-dancing elf at Fenster & Co, a major Manhattan department store.
As if dealing with hordes of holiday shoppers isn't bad enough, Esther's ex-almostboyfriend, Detective Connor Lopez, is on the scene investigating a series of mobrelated truck hijackings of Fenster's merchandise. Semi-retired hitman Lucky
Battistuzzi is also nosing around, since the mob resents being implicated in thefts
they didn't commit. But when supernatural mishaps occur, Esther realizes this is
more than the usual holiday insanity—it's time to call in her friend Max,
Manhattan's resident mage. Esther and Max discover that Fenster's has become
the staging ground for the rebirth of an ancient demon that's plotting to escape its
mystical prison on the winter solstice. As dimensional barriers crumble, can Esther
rescue her fellow elves, save her city from demonic disaster, and collect her
paycheck in time to make rent? Polterheist is the thrilling fifth installment of the
Esther Diamond series.

Haunted
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Four bestselling fantasy authors present a collection of novellas about dark nights,
cruel cities, and paranormal P.I.s—featuring Harry Dresden, John Taylor, Harper
Blaine, and Remy Chandler. #1 New York Times bestselling author Jim Butcher
delivers a story in which Harry Dresden—Chicago's only professional wizard—tries
to protect a friend from danger and ends up becoming a target himself John Taylor
is the best PI in the secret heart of London known as The Nightside. He can find
anything. But locating the lost memory of a desperate woman may be his undoing
in a thrilling noir tale from New York Times bestselling author Simon R. Green
National bestselling author Kat Richardson’s Greywalker finds herself in too deep
when a job in Mexico goes awry, and Harper Blaine is enmeshed in a tangle of dark
family secrets and revenge from beyond the grave An ancient being that lived
among humanity for centuries is dead, and fallen angel-turned-Boston detective
Remy Chandler has been hired to find out who—or what—murdered him in a
whodunit by national bestselling author Thomas E. Sniegoski

Dime Store Magic
Unfairly discharged from her Rhode Island vice squad after a routine bust goes
wrong, GiGi Gelman starts her own private investigative business and takes as her
first assignment the case of a fourteen-year-old runaway who may have been
kidnapped, a situation that inadvertently reveals truths about her own mysterious
past. Reprint.
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Dead Things
Includes “Story of Your Life” the basis for the major motion picture Arrival, starring
Amy Adams, Forest Whitaker, Jeremy Renner, and directed by Denis Villeneuve.
“Shining, haunting, mind-blowing tales . . . Ted Chiang is so exhilarating, so
original, so stylish he just leaves you speechless.” —Junot Díaz Stories of Your Life
and Others delivers dual delights of the very, very strange and the heartbreakingly
familiar, often presenting characters who must confront sudden change—the
inevitable rise of automatons or the appearance of aliens—with some sense of
normalcy. With sharp intelligence and humor, Chiang examines what it means to
be alive in a world marked by uncertainty, but also by beauty and wonder. An
award-winning collection from one of today's most lauded writers, Stories of Your
Life and Others is a contemporary classic.

Greywalker
In the early days of the Civil War, rumors of gold in the frozen Klondike brought
hordes of newcomers to the Pacific Northwest. Anxious to compete, Russian
prospectors commissioned inventor Leviticus Blue to create a great machine that
could mine through Alaska's ice. Thus was Dr. Blue's Incredible Bone-Shaking Drill
Engine born. But on its first test run the Boneshaker went terribly awry, destroying
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several blocks of downtown Seattle and unearthing a subterranean vein of blight
gas that turned anyone who breathed it into the living dead. Now it is sixteen years
later, and a wall has been built to enclose the devastated and toxic city. Just
beyond it lives Blue's widow, Briar Wilkes. Life is hard with a ruined reputation and
a teenaged boy to support, but she and Ezekiel are managing. Until Ezekiel
undertakes a secret crusade to rewrite history. His quest will take him under the
wall and into a city teeming with ravenous undead, air pirates, criminal overlords,
and heavily armed refugees. And only Briar can bring him out alive. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Blood of the Demon
With the ring of sorrows still missing, and the covenant between othernaturals and
mortals broken, Chrysabelle and Malkolm's problems are just beginning.
Chrysabelle still owes Malkolm for his help, but fulfilling that debt means returning
to Corvinestri, the hidden vampire city neither of them is welcome in. The
discovery that Chrysabelle has a brother could mean reneging on her promise to
Malkolm, something that might make him angry enough to loose the beast living
inside him. And fulfilling her vow could prove devastating for Chrysabelle --especially when you throw in power hungry witches, dead fringe vampires, and the
Kubai Mata.
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Underground
THE CONTINUING ADVENTURES OF THE SMART, SEXY — SUPERNATURAL —
WOMEN OF THE OTHERWORLD Eve Levine — half-demon, black witch and devoted
mother — has been dead for three years. She has a great house, an interesting
love life and can’t be killed again — which comes in handy when you’ve made as
many enemies as Eve. Yes, the afterlife isn’t too bad — all she needs to do is find a
way to communicate with her daughter, Savannah, and she’ll be happy. But fate —
or more exactly, the Fates — have other plans. Eve owes them a favor, and they’ve
just called it in. An evil spirit called the Nix has escaped from hell. She feeds on
chaos and death, and is very good at persuading people to kill for her. The Fates
want Eve to hunt her down before she does any more damage, but the Nix is a
dangerous enemy — previous hunters have been driven insane in the process. As if
that’s not problem enough, the only way to stop her is with an angel’s sword. And
Eve is no angel. . . .

Vanished
This science fiction police procedural pairs an idealistic rookie with an officer who
uses cybernetic implants to process forensics; in solving a mass murder, they will
uncover a vast conspiracy. Eric Matheson, an idealistic rookie cop trying to break
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from his powerful family, is plunged into the investigation of a brutal crime in his
first weeks on the job in Angra Dastrelas, the corrupt capital city of the corporateowned planet Gattis. A newcomer to the planet, Matheson is unaware of the
danger he's courting when he's promoted in the field to assist the controversial
Chief Investigating Forensic Officer, Inspector J. P. Dillal, the planet's first
cybernetically enhanced investigator. Coming from a despised ethnic underclass,
the brilliant and secretive Dillal seems determined to unravel the crime regardless
of the consequences. The deeper they dig, the more dangerous the investigation
becomes. But in a system where the cops enforce corporate will, instead of the
law, the solution could expose Gattis's most shocking secrets and cost thousands
of lives--including Matheson's and Dillal's.

Cruel Zinc Melodies
When a boat that vanished twenty-five years prior returns to its old berth in Seattle
with a cabin containing symbols drawn in human blood, Greywalker Harper Blaine
investigates what happened to the ship's passengers and crew.

Flesh and Blood
For Seattle investigator Harper Blaine, her own case may prove the most difficult
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to solve. Why did she - as opposed to others with near-death experiences - become
a Greywalker? When Harper begins digging into her own past, she unearths some
unpleasant truths about her father's early death as well as a mysterious puzzle.
She sets out to find his ghost but encounters only a void where he should be,
leaving her with more unanswered questions. Before she can continue her search,
Harper gets an offer she can't refuse to go to London and pursue an investigation
on behalf of some very demanding vampires. But there are unpleasant surprises
waiting for her, and Harper soon discovers her present trouble in England is
entangled with her dark past back in Seattle - and her ultimate destiny as a
Greywalker.

Stories of Your Life and Others
He lives to kill monsters. He keeps his city safe. And his silver hollow-points and
back-from-the-dead abilities help him take out any kind of supernatural threat. But
now an immortal evil has this bad-ass bounty hunter dead in its sights. . . Ever
since a monster murdered his family, Deacon Chalk hunts any creature that preys
on the innocent. So when a pretty vampire girl "hires" him to eliminate a fellow
slayer, Deacon goes to warn him--and barely escapes a vampire ambush. Now he's
got a way-inexperienced newbie hunter to protect and everything from
bloodsuckers to cursed immortals on his trail. There's also a malevolent force
controlling the living and the undead, hellbent on turning Deacon's greatest loss
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into the one weapon that could destroy him. . .

Hell to Pay
The tale of murder and revenge set on a remote oil rig, from the acclaimed master
of action and suspense.

Ghost Money
BETWEEN HEAVEN AND HELL, MAN AND DEMON, SHE’S ABOUT TO FACE THE ONE
THING SHE MAY NOT BE ABLE TO SURVIVE. Welcome to the world of Kara Gillian, a
cop with a gift. Not only does she have the power of “othersight” to see what most
people can’t even imagine, but she’s become the exclusive summoner of a demon
lord. Or maybe it’s the other way around. The fact is, with two troublesome cases
on her docket and a handsome FBI agent under her skin, Kara needs the help of
sexy, insatiable Lord Rhyzkahl more than he needs her. Because these two victims,
linked by suspicious coincidence, haven’t just been murdered. Something has
eaten their souls. It’s a case with roots in the arcane, but whose evil has flowered
among the rich, powerful, and corrupt in Beaulac, Louisiana. And as the killings
continue, Kara soon realizes how much there’s still to learn about demons, men,
and things that kill in the night—and how little time she has to learn it. From the
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Paperback edition.

Ghost Story
The toughest case yet for Greywalker Harper Blaine Why did Seattle investigator
Harper Blaine-as opposed to others with near-death experiences-become a
Greywalker? When Harper digs into her own past, she unearths some unpleasant
truths about her father's early death as well as a mysterious puzzle. Forced by
some very demanding vampires to take on an investigation in London, she soon
discovers her present trouble sin England are entangled with her dark past back in
Seattle-and her ultimate destiny as a Greywalker.

Merchanter's Luck
Harper Blaine was your average small-time P.I. until a two-bit perp's savage assault
left her dead for two minutes. When she comes to in the hospital, she sees things
that can only be described as weird-shapes emerging from a foggy grey mist,
snarling teeth, creatures roaring. But Harper's not crazy. Her "death" has made her
a Greywalker- able to move between the human world and the mysterious crossover zone where things that go bump in the night exist. And her new gift is about
to drag her into that strange new realm-whether she likes it or not.
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Blood and Bullets
THE START OF A BRAND NEW URBAN FANTASY SET IN SMALL TOWN MAINE WHERE
EVERYTHING IS NOT AS IT SHOULD BE Living in small town Rockabill, Maine, Jane
True always knew she didn't quite fit in with so-called normal society. During her
nightly, clandestine swim in the freezing winter ocean, a grisly find leads Jane to
startling revelations about her heritage: she is only half-human. Now, Jane must
enter a world filled with supernatural creatures alternatively terrifying, beautiful,
and deadly- all of which perfectly describe her new "friend," Ryu, a gorgeous and
powerful vampire. It is a world where nothing can be taken for granted: a dog can
heal with a lick; spirits bag your groceries; and whatever you do, never-ever-rub
the genie's lamp. If you love Sookie Stackhouse, then you'll want to dive into Nicole
Peeler's enchanting debut novel.

Seawitch
With vampire blood being the only thing that can cure her ailing mother, nurse
Edie Spence hopes to procure some at the clinic where she works, but vampire
gangs, old enemies, her zombie ex-boyfriend and handsome--and
enigmatic--doctor all make things difficult. Original.
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Shadows in the Darkness
Greywalker Harper Blaine sees a ghostly car accident whose victim insists that it
was no accident and discovers that the icy waters beneath Sunset Lake are home
to a host of hellish beings under the thrall of a sinister cabal.

Possession
After her sister awakes from a coma with skills she never had and premonitions of
things she has never seen, a woman seeks out the assistance of Greywalker
Harper Blaine.

Tempest Rising
Wizard detective Harry Dresden, murdered by an unknown assassin, must save his
friends and his soul without any magic to help him in this novel from the New York
Times best-selling author of Side Jobs. Reprint.

Seawitch
Stephen Blackmoore's dark urban fantasy series follows necromancer Eric Carter
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through a world of vengeful gods and goddesses, mysterious murders, and restless
ghosts. Necromancer is such an ugly word, but it's a title Eric Carter is stuck with.
He sees ghosts, talks to the dead. He's turned it into a lucrative career putting
troublesome spirits to rest, sometimes taking on even more dangerous things. For
a fee, of course. When he left LA fifteen years ago, he thought he'd never go back.
Too many bad memories. Too many people trying to kill him. But now his sister's
been brutally murdered and Carter wants to find out why. Was it the gangster
looking to settle a score? The ghost of a mage he killed the night he left town?
Maybe it's the patron saint of violent death herself, Santa Muerte, who's taken an
unusually keen interest in him. Carter's going to find out who did it, and he's going
to make them pay. As long as they don't kill him first.

Polterheist
HIS NAME IS DANTE. Dark. Talented. Beautiful. Star of the rock band Inferno.
Rumored owner of the hot New Orleans nightspot Club Hell. Born of the Blood, then
broken by an evil beyond imagination. HIS PAST IS A MYSTERY. F.B.I. Special Agent
Heather Wallace has been tracking a sadistic serial murderer known as the Cross
Country Killer, and the trail has led her to New Orleans, Club Hell, and Dante. But
the dangerously attractive musician not only resists her investigation, he claims to
be "nightkind": in other words, a vampire. Digging into his past for answers reveals
little. A juvenile record a mile long. No social security number. No known birth
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date. In and out of foster homes for most of his life before being taken in by a man
named Lucien DeNoir, who appears to guard mysteries of his own. HIS FUTURE IS
CHAOS. What Heather does know about Dante is that something links him to the
killer -- and she's pretty sure that link makes him the CCK's next target. Heather
must unravel the truth about this sensual, complicated, vulnerable young man -who, she begins to believe, may indeed be a vampire -- in order to finally bring a
killer to justice. But Dante's past holds a shocking, dangerous secret, and once it is
revealed not even Heather will be able to protect him from his destiny.

Mean Streets
A Greywalker with the ability to negotiate the shadowy realm between the living
world and the paranormal, private detective Harper Blaine investigates the
appearance of zombies roaming the underground beneath Seattle.

In Shade and Shadow
As the newest nurse on Y4, a secret ward hidden deep within County Hospital that
caters to paranormal patients, Edie Spence must fight for her soul when a vampire
servant turns to dust under her watch and she must rescue a girl from the undead.
Original.
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A Rush of Wings
Patricia Briggs “has reached perfection”* in this #1 New York Times bestseller, as
Mercy Thompson faces a shapeshifter’s biggest fear Mercy’s life has undergone a
seismic change. Becoming the mate of Alpha werewolf Adam Hauptman has made
her a stepmother to his daughter Jesse, a relationship that brings moments of
blissful normalcy to Mercy’s life. But on the edges of humanity, what passes for a
minor mishap on an ordinary day can turn into so much more After a traffic
accident in bumper-to-bumper traffic, Mercy and Jesse can’t reach Adam—or
anyone else in the pack. They’ve all been abducted. Mercy fears Adam’s
disappearance may be related to the political battle the werewolves have been
fighting to gain acceptance from the public—and that he and the pack are in
serious danger. Outmatched and on her own, Mercy may be forced to seek
assistance from any ally she can get, no matter how unlikely. *The Nocturnal
Library

The Unnatural Inquirer
View our feature on Glen Cook's Cruel Zinc Melodies. Garrett uncovers the dark
side of the fantasy city TunFaire, where no one is to be trusted especially beautiful
women. When a pack of gorgeous women knock on his door, Garrett knows it’s too
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good to be true. The leader of the group is Alyx Weider, the daughter of the largest
brewer in town. Her father and friends are opening a new theater in TunFaire and
the lovely ladies are there to persuade Garrett to help get rid of the paranormal
parasites living in the new construction. Garrett agrees because after all, it means
free beer and the company of these beautiful girls. What else could a man want?
But Garrett doesn’t realize the drama he’s stepping into. From the Paperback
edition.

Shapeshifted
In this dark and gritty collection—featuring short stories from Jim Butcher, Seanan
McGuire, Kevin J. Anderson, and Rob Thurman—nothing is as simple as black and
white, light and dark, good and evil.. Unfortunately, that’s exactly what makes it so
easy to cross the line. In #1 New York Times bestselling author Jim Butcher’s Cold
Case, Molly Carpenter—Harry Dresden’s apprentice-turned-Winter Lady—must
collect a tribute from a remote Fae colony and discovers that even if you’re a good
girl, sometimes you have to be bad New York Times bestselling author Seanan
McGuire’s Sleepover finds half-succubus Elsie Harrington kidnapped by a group of
desperate teenage boys. Not for anything “weird.” They just need her to rescue a
little girl from the boogeyman. No biggie. In New York Times bestselling Kevin J.
Anderson’s Eye of Newt, Zombie P.I. Dan Shamble’s latest client is a panicky lizard
missing an eye who thinks someone wants him dead. But the truth is that someone
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only wants him for a very special dinner And New York Times bestselling author
Rob Thurman’s infernally heroic Caliban Leandros takes a trip down memory lane
as he deals wih some overdue—and nightmarish—vengeance involving some quite
nasty Impossible Monsters. ALSO INCLUDES STORIES BY Tanya Huff * Kat
Richardson * Jim C. Hines * Anton Strout * Lucy A. Snyder * Kristine Kathryn Rusch
* Erik Scott de Bie * From the Trade Paperback edition.

Shadowed Souls
GREEN/UNNATURAL INQUIRER

Bigfootloose and Finn Fancy Free
Labyrinth
After the death of her mother, Paige Winterbourne inherits the role of leader of the
American Coven of Witches and is put in charge of an orphan girl who is all too
willing to use her powers for evil and must be shown the proper way to use her
magic.
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Boneshaker
In Bigfootloose and Finn Fancy Free, the sequel to Randy Henderson's acclaimed
debut novel, Finn Fancy Necromancy, Finn Gramaraye is settling back into the real
world after his twenty-five-year-long imprisonment in the otherworld of the Fey.
He's fallen in love again with Dawn, the girl next door who waited for him. He's
proved his innocence of the original crime of Dark Necromancy, and he's finding a
place in the family business--operating a mortuary for the Arcane, managing the
magical energies left behind when an Arcane being dies to prevent it from harming
the mundane world. But Finn wants more. Or different. Or something. He's figured
out how to use the Kinfinder device created by his half-mad father to find people's
True Love, and he'd like to convert that into an Arcane Dating Service. It's a great
idea. Everyone wants True Love! Unfortunately, trouble always seems to find Finn,
and when he agrees to help his friend, the Bigfoot named Sal, they walk right into
a Feyblood rebellion against the Arcane Ruling Council, a rebellion being fomented
by unknown forces and fueled by the drug created by Finn's own grandfather. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

Poltergeist
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In a brilliant collaboration by New York Times and critically acclaimed coauthors
Charlaine Harris, Christopher Golden, Kelley Armstrong, Jonathan Maberry, Kat
Richardson, Seanan McGuire, Tim Lebbon, Cherie Priest, James A. Moore, and Mark
Morris join forces to bring you a crime-solving novel like you’ve never read before.
Investigative reporter Nora Hesper spends her nights cloaked in shadows. As
Indigo, she’s become an urban myth, a brutal vigilante who can forge darkness
into weapons and travel across the city by slipping from one patch of shadow to
another. Her primary focus both as Nora and as Indigo has become a murderous
criminal cult called the Children of Phonos. Children are being murdered in New
York, and Nora is determined to make it stop, even if that means Indigo must
eliminate every member. But in the aftermath of a bloody battle, a dying cultist
makes claims that cause Indigo to question her own origin and memories. Nora’s
parents were killed when she was nineteen years old. She took the life insurance
money and went off to explore the world, leading to her becoming a student of
meditation and strange magic in a mountaintop monastery in Nepala history that
many would realize sounds suspiciously like the origins of several comic book
characters. As Nora starts to pick apart her memory, it begins to unravel. Her
parents are dead, but the rest is a series of lies. Where did she get the power
inside her?

Bone Song
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The name’s John Taylor. I’m a PI, though what I really do is find things that are lost.
I work the Nightside, the city within the city of London, where the sun never rises
and where the human and inhuman go to get their kicks, provided they’re willing
to pay the price in whatever currency the seller demands. In the wake of the war
that almost brought the Nightside to total ruin, there’s a power vacuum begging to
be filled—and some think I should take charge. I don’t agree. Neither does the
immortal known as the Griffin. Wealthy beyond reason, he has his own ideas about
who should be running things. Still, when his granddaughter—and designated
heir—is kidnapped, he calls on me to find her. But someone—or some Thing—is
blocking my special gift. So this time, I’m going to have to do my job the hard way.
And quickly, or the Griffin will have to choose a new heir…

Blood Orbit
The fifth book of this dark urban fantasy series follows necromancer Eric Carter
through a world of vengeful gods and goddesses, mysterious murders, and restless
ghosts. The Los Angeles Firestorm killed over a hundred thousand people, set in
revenge against necromancer Eric Carter for defying the Aztec god Quetzalcoatl.
Carter feels every drop of that blood on his hands. But now there's a new problem.
Too many ghosts in one spot and the barrier separating them from the living
cracks. And when they cross it, they feed off all the life they can get hold of. People
die. L.A. suddenly has a lot more ghosts. But it's not just one or two ghosts
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breaking through: it's dozens. Another mage is pulling them through the cracks
and turning them into deadly weapons. Eric follows a trail that takes him through
the world of the Chinese Triads, old associates, old crimes. And a past that he
thought he was done with. Carter needs to find out how to get things under
control, because if more ghosts break through, there's going to be even more
blood on his hands.

Indigo
A Greywalker capable of negotiating the shadowy realm between the living world
and the paranormal, private detective Harper Blaine is hired by a university
research group attempting to create an artificial poltergeist, a project that
succeeds all too well when one of the group is killed in a brutal and inexplicable
manner. Original.
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